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Ariana; for you; you are to declare to Dustin... 'As in terms of my relationship with someone dear to 
me, with whom I have shared emotions, but of a level yet lesser than you, he has direct 'an as-it-
were overarching question or dialog' and feels that it is necessary you have as a capability that of 
sharing back-unto myself...' Then, 'Please know I mean no offense, but I am going to hold within 
addition a promise with you; to which it is entitled of his opinion per our relationship that I can be 
granted to acknowlege and finalize the terms of my friendship with Paris, and to yield to closure; as 
is naturally the result of knowledge we share via this process of situation.'  Then: 'You know I may 
have granted you my girlfriend status; and we may or may not continue; but I require a promise 
granted as-to-state, between what you are each offering...'  Then you are to give him the necklace 
and question: "As alike to place and offering, of appropriateness, would you be willing to give me 
this token of a blessing in return for my gift to you... with that of the intended meaning pure, and 
true to the balance that we may freely give and receive feelings, shared intentions, progressions, 
and equivalent terms of agreement or disagreement?  It may be similar to the manner of 'place' or 
'term' or 'welcome, greeting, and goodbye in a statement', and is a simple process that insures our 
survival from the element's of society in coming and going, and is [in fact] Paris' central 
consideration, that you will necessitate the truth of my capacity...

He then has [3] day's to [1] week, under a delay in which you are separated to return the 'blessing' 
to-you, and with an explanation somewhat 'proving' to-you, that he had entitled no lesser of your 
conviction [per these term's] and that it is sourced or indirectly adjacent to his feelings... This offers 
a supplied guage on your capacity to inter-relate and question similar relation[ship's] within this 
World... and aides me in finding closure of our relationship; it is also a promise that is without the 
arbitrary quality many other's would supply of chit and chat... for instance of finding that his heart 
had not be expressed; or that with warranting less freedom to him [as the 'meaning may reside on 
either-side] may produce a more sufficient outcome...  If he fail's; you are to derive meaning with 
reason prior to it's test.
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